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 1 U00070001Q

Tool-holding pouch with assortment for 
maintenance (9 pcs.)

Organizer - (empty)
- High strength fabric
- Nine tool-holding spaces
- Can be hanged on the wall
- Can be stored inside 

backpack 007SV
- Maximum loading capacity:  

4 kg

Laptop bag (empty)
- High strength fabric
- Three inside pockets
- Removable strap for easy 

carrying
- Two handles for better grip
- Back strap to fix it to a 

trolley
- Possibility to store a Laptop (340x240 mm)
- Maximum loading capacity: 5 kg

Bag for plumbers (empty)
- High strength fabric 
- Rigid riveted bottom for higher resistance 
- Inside pocket for documents
- Can hold a 1.1/2" pipe wrench 
- Outside hook for tape rule 
- Removable shoulder strap for extra comfort during 

transport
- Two top handles for better grip
- Closure with Velcro and quick release snap buckles
- Maximum loading capacity: 10 kg

Bag for plumbers with PVC covering  
(empty)
- Waterproof semi-rigid structure with PVC coating
- Rigid riveted bottom for higher resistance
- Inside document holder 
- Can hold a 2" pipe wrench
- Inside hook for tape rule 
- Removable shoulder strap for extra comfort during transport
- Two inside handles
- Closure with quick release snap buckles
- Maximum loading capacity: 15 Kg

Bag for laptop and tools (empty)
- High strength fabric 
- Rigid reinforced bottom 
- The front opening allows 

quick access to content 
- Padded compartment for 

notebook and documents 
(inside dimensions: 
340x240 mm)

- 14 pockets, 2 tool straps 
and 1 hook for tape rule 

- Removable shoulder strap for extra comfort during 
transport 

- Closure with quick release snap buckles

Spare shoulder strap
- For tool bags 007/1V, 007 V, 007 PCV, 007 PLV, 007 

RV, 007 FBV, 007 FTSV

item/sizedescriptionpcs
Tool-holding pouch with belt (empty) 007 MLV1
Multifunction combination pliers 155 AX/1801
Lay-on slip-joint adjustable pliers 178 N/2501
Scissors for electricians 207 C1
Adjustable wrenches with quick adjustment 294 AD/2001
Screwdrivers for slot-head screws 
/0,8x4x100-1x5,5x125

3242

Screwdrivers for PHILLIPS® screws /1x75-
2x100

324 PH2

Professional tape rules with shockproof 
covering

981 A/31
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